ASEA For Mindset Development

ASEA is an amazing biochemical substance that aids the body in fostering its health,
renewal, revival, stamina and hope for a longer time in life to realize something more than one
thought possible about oneself. ASEA is a formation of salt and water manufactured in a
laboratory that simulates a naturally recurring compound in some mineral springs produce that
are salty in stature. Humans have renewed and revived in soaking and drinking from mineral
springs throughout the eons. Drinking mineral water with ASEA components is less possible
today as it requires major light gates to be spawned naturally. ASEA is a substance now
manufactured in a laboratory for mass consumption of what is known as Redox Molecules.

Redox Molecules

Redox Molecules is a salt and water bond that is naturally produced in all children. Most
produce less and less Redox Molecules after the age of twelve. Most begin to age thereafter as a
result. In the cycle of Atlantis (about 10,000-40,000 years ago) and due to light motions upon
Earth that mimic the laboratory today, Redox Molecules prevailed in most waterways and
renewed and revived the planet and humanity recurrently. Redox fosters the health of the cells in
many ways. Biochemists today are noting that Redox fosters the proper current in the skin
membrane of each cell. The proper current is required for cells to communicate to one another or
the biology. Cells often age as they cannot relay what they require to repair themselves. As the
cell wall repairs its capacity to communicate, nutrients can be delivered to revive each cell.
The proper charge is also required in any cell in order to detoxify what ails it. In today’s
world of electronic gadgetry, most humans are exposed to a low-grade radiation that alters the
charge of the cells. Cells gather toxins and cannot release them complicating the journey of
revival for those aspiring to motion light. If the biology is ill, light motion that is unevenly
motioned will cause the body to move towards disease and death rather than renewing through
time. ASEA offers the possibility to revive more of the cells by discharging toxins so that light
motions evenly renewing the body instead of aging it as light wave synergy take flight in the life.

The Gifts of Consuming ASEA

1. Most humans suffer from heavy metal and plastic or petrochemical exposure through
time. ASEA allows a more rapid capacity to detoxify such substances to allow light
motion of field to renew and revive each self rather than dying due to overheating.

2. Redox Molecules in the blood act as a carrier of light. Many suffer from blood that is
toxic due to poor dietary habitat through time. Redox allows light to motion better in the
blood so that the blood itself can remain healthy. It was a known fact in Atlantis that all
disease began in the blood. Atlantean scientists learned to measure the blood to treat what
was ailing their populations. Redox Molecules was one compound generally prescribed
as it fostered light motions that were even allowing the blood to detoxify of whatever else
may have ailed it.
3. The nervous system and cortex of the brain needs to grow and develop in order to
mindset develop. New synapses and layers of cortex must be spawned in order to foster
another level of thought stream that is divine amongst those destined to self-realize in this
cycle. ASEA spawns the capacity for the nervous system and cortex to more rapidly
regrow into a new light wave DNA blueprint.
4. Redox Molecules added to the diet is a stamina boost all of its own. Many professional
athletes have annotated a big shift in their track records as a result of consuming ASEA.
The overall stamina boost is useful to the life of all aspirants to become more equipped to
actualize their divine dreams through time.
5. ASEA renews the entire body through time if ingested for a 12 to15 months. For some
who are older adepts, consuming ASEA may be required for up to 24 months for a
complete biological revival into light wave DNA. ASEA fostering transfusion through
which light wave DNA may be spawned in the life. Light wave DNA and mindset
development leads to the capacity to self-realize into divine concepts of life.

Stability of Mind and Exuberant Joy

Many young people who are mindset developing suffer from recurrent depression. Some
may motion towards suicidal tendencies. ASEA may allow those of this nature to find their
stability of mind. Many adults struggle to mindset develop fully to the level they are attempting
to master and may befall a state of depression or anxiety if not other physical ailments as well.
ASEA offers new hope for the possibility of each human attempting mindset development to
foster themselves into the full capacity to interpret divine air stream and motion to new heights
of light wave synergy in health.
For the older generations attempting to mindset develop, ASEA offers the hope of
fostering mature self-realization adepts that can lead and inspire others. For the youth, ASEA
allows for the possibility of emerging out of the depression and into a new life of exuberant joy
of being alive that mindset development is destined to cause.
There are many miracle stories amongst those who have used ASEA personally. The
ASEA product has been available for about 10 years in a multi-marketing system that allows
others to profit and make a living off the sales while witnessing others rise out of many
emotional and physiological ailments due to the capacity of the cellular structure and nerves to
revive and renew. ASEA is not really a supplement but a naturally occurring substance the body
may not manufacture enough of through time.
We know that ASEA is expensive and not easily available upon all continents at this
time. The company is expanding ahead. We invite you to explore more about ASEA if you are
interested through the following links:

https://aseaglobal.com/
https://aligningwithearth.com/asea/
It is best to try ASEA for a minimum of three months to witness the overall affects you
may or may not have with the product. Some may not witness a shift of their ailments until the
second to third month. Many ailments can disappear that you may be struggling with in life. The
stamina is sure to increase. Depression may lift also for many aspirants upon the path of mindset
development.

If you would like to know more about ASEA, please write to Asur’Ana at:
asurana@aligningwithearth.com

If you would like to register as an associate
or purchase ASEA, please use the registration link
upon Asur’Ana’s ASEA web page at:

https://asurana.myasealive.com/

